CONNECTION WITHOUT LIMITS

Segment
Tab
connector solutions
Title 308 distributor strips
Series
Superior MTBF

WECO successfully continues the manufacture of product series 1953, formerly manufactured by Metalluk as Series 308 thus
closing a gap in a comprehensive product portfolio.

Minimal connection
space

Tab distributor strips have the most diverse applications, such as in the white goods industry, heat exchanger and motor home
applications. Wherever high currents and voltages are required and potentials are to be distributed to various locations, our
robust tab connectors deliver the perfect product.

Compact design

By offering different tab types with multiple output directions and options for additional screw connections, WECO always
provides the perfectly suitable variant for every application. With series 308, WECO delivers outstanding diversity in terms of
combination options and thus ensures utmost flexibility.

DESIGN DIVERSITY
 1- to 16-pole designs

ADAPTABILITY.
RELIABILITY.
PERFORMANCE.

 Tab connector widths 6.3 and 4.8 mm for tab sleeves according to DIN 46247
 Tab connector variants both with and without screw connection option
 multiple tab arrangements and combinations
 quick an safe access to the contacts
 individual pole assignments customized for every customer application
 pole designations on the housing side upon request
 different housing materials, meeting the requirements of glow lamp test and household appliance standards

CERTIFICATION
 VDE- and UL-certification according to pertinent approval procedure

MARKET SIGNIFICANCE
 Proven product series in the marketplace, long established by the Metalluk Company

wecoconnectors.com

YOUR
RELIABLE
PARTNER

Series 308: The new WECO distributor strips

EN

Power terminals in approved quality, manufactured by the expert.

formerly
METALLUK product:

1953.4

308-PA-101

Tab connections 6 x 4.8 mm and
screw connection; vertical plug
orientation

Comprehensive
product range
Continuous
availability
Production
in customer
proximity

Tab connections 6 x 4.8 mm;
vertical plug orientation

formerly
METALLUK product:

1953.0

6 contacts

308-PA-201

308-PA-202

Tab connections 6 x 6.3 mm and
screw connection; vertical plug
orientation

Tab connections 6 x 6.3 mm;
vertical plug orientation

formerly
METALLUK product:

Innovative
product design
- competent and
fast

1953.0

8 contacts

308-PA-302
Tab connections 8 x 6.3 mm;
vertical plug orientation

Quick response –
high ﬂexibility
Optimal product
research through
deep
technical
know-how
of all production
processes

308-PA-102

formerly
METALLUK product:

1953.5 /.2

308-PA-401
308-PAG-401

308-PA-402
308-PAG-402

Tab connections 6 x 6.3 mm and screw
connection; Inclined plug orientation
(-PAG: glass fiber reinforced housing)

Tab connections 6 x 6.3 mm;
Inclined plug orientation
(-PAG: glass fiber reinforced housing)
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